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Electron collisions with nitrous oxide

Carl Winstead and Vincent McKoy
A. A. Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125

~Received 4 December 1997!

We have carried out theoretical studies of low-energy elastic electron collisions with nitrous oxide (N2O),
obtaining differential, integral, and momentum-transfer cross sections. Polarization effects are incorporated in
the electron-molecule scattering dynamics. A simple, objective, and physically motivated criterion is intro-
duced for constructing a compact set of configurations that accurately accounts for polarization in resonant
symmetries while avoiding overcorrelation. Our cross sections are in generally good agreement with experi-
ment and with earlier high-level calculations, and most differences are readily understood. However, certain
discrepancies between the calculated and measured differential cross sections remain puzzling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low-energy elastic collisions between electrons and
trous oxide, N2O, have been the subject of several rec
theoretical investigations@1–3#. Although the results of thes
investigations are generally in mutual qualitative agreem
there remain significant quantitative discrepancies b
among the calculations and between the calculations and
measured total@4–9# and differential elastic@10–12# cross
sections. Some of these discrepancies have well-unders
origins. For example, both the position and the width of n
row shape resonances such as that found near 2.3 eV in2O
are sensitive to aspects of the physics that have proven
ficult to treat systematically in computational studies, and
resonance width is further affected by the neglect of vib
tional motion in the calculations. However, other areas
disagreement—notably between the calculated@3# and mea-
sured @10,11# differential elastic cross sections in the 5
10-eV range—are less easily explained. There also rem
some controversy regarding the existence of low-ene
shape resonances ofS symmetry. Early analyses@13,14# at-
tributed the prominent 2.3-eV resonance to a temporary
ion of S symmetry, and this assignment was accepted
some time@15,16#. A later study@17# modified this assign-
ment, concluding that partially overlappingS and P reso-
nances are present. However, neither of the recent calc
tions that covered this energy range@1,3# found evidence of
a S resonance there. Meanwhile, some experimental w
has indicated that a broadS resonance exists near 8 e
@17,18#. However, only one of the two recent high-level ca
culations@1# finds such a feature near 8 eV; the other@3#
places aS resonance near 11 eV, while the more appro
mate calculation of Michelinet al. @2# yields aS resonance
at 13 eV whose relation, if any, to the experimental feature
8 eV is unclear. In their recent measurements of the ela
differential cross section, Johnstone and Newell@11# found
no evidence of such a resonance but did not rule out
presence of a weak, broad feature.

In light of the open issues identified above, further stu
of the elastic electron cross sections of N2O is warranted.
The present paper describes calculations that we have ca
out on elastic electron scattering by N2O using the
Schwinger multichannel~SMC! method @19,20#. Like the
571050-2947/98/57~5!/3589~9!/$15.00
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R-matrix studies of Sarpalet al. @1# and of Morganet al. @3#,
the present SMC study incorporates polarization effe
which are vital to obtaining the correct behavior of the cro
section at energies below 10 eV. We aim to improve on
previous studies, however, through a more systematic, ph
cally motivated treatment of polarization that results in
better description both of resonant and of nonresonan
weakly resonant channels. As will be seen below, the S
calculation reproduces very well the experimental location
the P resonancewithout any ad hoc ‘‘tuning’’ of the reso-
nance position, and it clearly indicates the presence ofS
resonance near 8 eV. On the other hand, the differential c
sections in the 5–10-eV range, though similar to previo
R-matrix results@3#, continue to differ substantially in form
from the experimental cross sections@11,12#, suggesting that
some aspects of the collision physics will require a still mo
careful treatment. We discuss possible areas for future s
below.

In the following section, we describe how the present c
culations were carried out. Results are presented in Sec
and discussed in Sec. IV. Our conclusions are summarize
Sec. V.

II. THEORETICAL

The SMC method has been described in detail elsewh
@19,20,21#. Thus we confine ourselves here to the particul
of the current calculations, especially our treatment of po
ization and how it differs from earlier work.

The simplest widely useful treatment of low-energ
electron-molecule scattering is the static-exchange appr
mation, i.e., the approximation in which the electron is sc
tered by Coulomb and~nonlocal! exchange potentials dete
mined from the electron density of the isolated molecu
Because the static-exchange approximation omits the~net
attractive! effect of the response of the molecular char
density to the presence of the projectile, it often perfor
poorly at the lowest energies and where resonances
present, in general placing shape resonances 2–4 eV a
their experimental locations and broadening them co
spondingly. To obtain improved results, some accounting
polarization is necessary. In the SMC method, as in otheab
initio approaches@22,23#, polarization is accounted for by
3589 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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3590 57CARL WINSTEAD AND VINCENT McKOY
including virtual excitations of the target~closed channels!
among theN-electron molecular electronic wave function
from which the trial space of (N11)-electron configurations
is constructed. In general, the resulting (N11)-electron con-
figuration space will contain a partial representation both
polarization and of other forms of correlation, including co
relation within the description of the target molecule. T
resulting wave function is thus susceptible to ‘‘overcorre
tion,’’ particularly if, as is often the case, a simple Hartre
Fock wave function is used to represent theN-electron
ground state of the molecule. The consequent overcorrec
of the static-exchange resonance energies will place r
nancesbelowtheir experimental positions. A rigorous mea
of avoiding this problem is to use a high, or at least balanc
level of correlation for both target and (N11)-electron
spaces. Sarpalet al. @1# tested the use of a correlated target
their study of N2O and found an improved, but still too low
energy for the2P resonance, and much less satisfactory
sults for 2S symmetry. Their results may be attributable
the difficulty of obtaining a balanced description ofN- and
(N11)-electron correlation without the use of explicit crit
ria.

A far more efficient approach than introducing target c
relation is to restrict the closed-channel configurations in
(N11)-electron space to those that account most directly
polarization. As Schneider and Collins@24# noted in their
seminal study of the polarization effects in scattering by N2,
the target response in the resonant symmetry is mostly
counted for by ‘‘radial correlation,’’ i.e., symmetry
preserving~and total-spin-preserving! excitations~in N2O,
1S1 states formed bys→s and p→p excitations!. This
observation is understood upon recognizing that the m
polarization effect in the presence of a long-lived resona
is relaxation of the target orbitals toward anion orbitals d
ing the lifetime of the quasibound state.

Morganet al. @3# included only radial correlation in thei
study of N2O and noted that they obtained a better~higher!
resonance position than did Sarpalet al. @1# in their
uncorrelated-target study, which included both radial and
gular ~symmetry-changing! excitations. However, the reso
nance position obtained by Morganet al. was still too low
compared to experiment. It is apparent that employingall
configurations of the form (pg→qg)np, where pg is an
occupied orbital,qg a virtual orbital of the same symmetry
andnp a p virtual orbital, will include not only relaxation in
the presence of the resonantp orbital but also further corre
lation associated withnonresonantlinear combinations of
thep virtuals. To ensure that the target and temporary-an
wave functions are of comparable quality, what we rea
desire is an accurate single-configuration representatio
the resonant state, and nothing more. A procedure that
have found effective is to construct a valencelike virtual
bital p̃ that approximately represents the local portion of
resonance orbital and then to include only configurations
the form (pg→qg)p̃ in our representation of polarization
This approach is quite analogous to the use of sing
excitation configuration interaction~SECI! to obtain excited-
state wave functions and energies that are of essent
single-configuration quality, since it likewise produces an
sentially single-configuration description of the tempora
anion using the ground-state target orbitals. Because both
f
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N-electron target wave function and the (N11)-electron
temporary anion wave function are of comparable qual
we have a foundation for expecting the energy differen
~i.e., the resonance position! to be fairly accurate.

One simple way to constructp̃ is to obtain the virtual
orbitals as the eigenfunctions of a cation Fock operator s
ject to orthogonality constraints with respect to the occup
orbitals of the neutral target; here we are borrowing a te
nique commonly used to construct valencelike orbitals
initiate configuration interaction~CI! or multiconfiguration
Hartree-Fock calculations@25#. In the present case, we em
ployed a12 cation Fock operator and obtained approxim
tions to the resonance orbitals as the lowest-energypx and
py eigenfunctions of that operator that could be construc
within the space of virtual orbitals obtained from th
Hartree-Fock calculation on the N2O neutral. We emphasize
that, although we found this particular procedure for co
structingp̃ simple and convenient, we fully expect that com
parable results would be obtained with any of a number
alternative methods for constructing a valencelike appro
mate ‘‘resonance orbital.’’

In nonresonant channels, the polarization physics is co
pletely different, as Schneider and Collins@24# observed, and
a completely different approach to constructing virtual ex
tations is required. The most significant nonresonant po
ization effect is the long-range interaction of the electr
with the target, which, as we would expect on physic
grounds, is most important at the lowest collision energ
and therefore primarily affectss-wave scattering in the to
tally symmetric representation~ 2S1 for N2O!. This long-
range interaction is essentially that between a test charge~the
projectile electron! and an induced dipole in the target mo
ecule whose magnitude is determined by the polarizability
the target, and it thus is more deserving of the name ‘‘po
ization’’ than the relaxation in the presence of a resona
that was discussed above. In contrast to the symme
preserving or radial virtual excitations needed for resona
relaxation, all excitations allowed by electric-dipole selecti
rules, including symmetry-breaking excitations, are nee
to represent this polarization of the molecular charge dens
Thus, for the 2S symmetry of N2O1e, we must
include closed-channel configurations of the form (ps
→qs)ns, (ps→qpx,y)npx,y , (ppx,y→qs)npx,y ,
(ppx,y→qpx,y)ns, (ppx,y→qpx,y)ndx22y2, and (ppx,y
→qdxy)npy,x .

Because of the different physics in the nonreson
case—there is no quasibound state whose energy mus
accurately determined relative to the neutral molecule’s
overcorrelation of the (N11)-electron space is not the majo
concern. Rather, because of the large number of config
tions potentially required to represent the polarized–targ
electron system, it isundercorrelationthat we must worry
about: If we proceed naively to generate all closed-chan
configurations of the dipole-allowed form just listed, we fin
that many thousands of configurations result for ev
modest-sized basis sets. In order to obtain a more man
able configuration space, we follow Rescigno and c
workers @22# by performing a linear transformation withi
the virtual-orbital space to construct a small set
polarized—or, more accurately, polarizing—orbitals defin
so that polarization is accounted for by excitations into tho
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57 3591ELECTRON COLLISIONS WITH NITROUS OXIDE
orbitals alone. For a componentxm of the dipole operator and
occupied orbitals i , the polarizing orbital is defined as

f i ,m5(
j

f j

^f j uxmuf i&
Ej2Ei

,

where the sum runs over virtual orbitals andEj and Ei are
orbital energies. Rescignoet al. obtain each polarizing or
bital as the single non-null eigenvector of a rank-one ope
tor; we prefer to construct the orbitals directly from th
Hartree-Fock energies and the basis-set representation o
dipole transition operator. Also, Rescignoet al. obtain the
virtual orbitals f j and corresponding energiesEj from an
N-particle excited-state Fock operator@26#, while we employ
the Hartree-Fock virtual orbitals and energies as in stand
orbital perturbation theory@27#. In order to maintain an or-
thogonal set of virtual orbitals, we Schmidt-orthogonali
the polarizing orbitals constructed for different target orbit
among themselves, then Schmidt-orthogonalize the rem
ing virtual orbitals to the polarizing orbitals.

The basis set used throughout the calculation was
6-3111G(2d) set internal to the electronic structure pr
gramGAMESS@28#. This basis set differs from the usual de
nition of 6-3111G(2d) @29,30# by including all six Carte-
sian components of thed orbitals. With this basis, we obtai
a Hartree-Fock energy of2183.736 716 a.u. and a dipol
moment of 0.631 810 D at the experimental equilibrium g
ometry, r N-N51.128 Å andr N-O51.184 Å @31#. These val-
ues compare quite well with previous results
(2183.738 25 a.u. and 0.6586 D! obtained at the Hartree
Fock level using a large basis set and the Hartree-Fo
rather than experimental, geometry@32#. However, it should
be noted that the experimental value of the dipole mom
0.1609 D@33#, is much smaller than the Hartree-Fock valu
Ordinarily, when the SMC and similar methods are appl
to polar molecules, a correction for long-range scattering
the dipole potential must be added in order to obtain accu
cross sections, because neither the square-integrable r
sentation of the wave function that the SMC method empl
nor the small number of partial waves that other meth
employ accounts adequately for such long-range scatte
In the present case, we omit this correction on the grou
that the true dipole moment is known to be so small. T
effect on the calculated cross sections should be minor
cept at the very lowest energies and for near-forward sca
ing at higher energies.~Although, as has been pointed o
from time to time@34,35#, fixed-nuclei elastic cross section
for polar molecules—or, more precisely, fixed-nuclei elas
scattering amplitudes in the partial-wave representatio
formally diverge at all angles when all partial waves a
included, this divergence is unphysical, in that the adiab
approximation @36# does not apply to very high partia
waves. The contribution of these partial waves converge
a nonadiabatic treatment@37# because rotation of the mo
ecule during the collision weakens the effective field@38#.
The physically significant intermediate partial waves that
missing in our calculation do not contribute strongly to t
cross section at intermediate angles. Thus our differen
cross sections, and the integral and momentum-transfer c
sections derived from them, are meaningful. Similar rema
a-
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apply to theR-matrix results of Sarpalet al. and Morgan
et al. @1,3#, which employed partial-wave expansions tru
cated atl 53.!

For scattering in overall2P symmetry, a set of virtual
excitations describing relaxation of the core within the te
porary anion was constructed as described above, emplo
singlet excitations from each of the eight noncore occup
orbitals into all virtual orbitals having the same symmet
After discarding a small number of partially redundant co
figurations in order to maintain the orthogonality of the (N
11)-electron configuration space, 416 doublet configurat
state functions remained, divided equally between2Px and
2Py ; 32 of these were configurations of the form@core#np,
which would occur in a static-exchange calculation, and
remainder described polarization. Strictly, only oneP com-
ponent must be calculated, so that equivalent results co
have been obtained using only 208 configuration state fu
tions; however, since 416 configurations is still a quite sm
problem, we chose to treat2Px and 2Py together for later
convenience in calculating differential cross sections.

Scattering in2S symmetry was treated with inclusion o
singlet excitations into polarizing orbitals constructed f
each of the eight noncore occupied orbitals. The construc
procedure gives polarizing orbitals of mixeds and d sym-
metry for certain excitations out of 1p and 2p. Rather than
decomposing these into good symmetry orbitals, we chos
treat 2D scattering together with2S, though not to incorpo-
rate polarization for2D, where it is unlikely to be important
we therefore included terms of the form@core#nd as well as
terms of the form@core#ns in the ‘‘static-exchange’’ portion
of the configuration space.~The 2S and 2D contributions
can still be separated for interpretive purposes by part
wave decomposition of the scattering amplitude in the po
processing phase.! Taking account of the facts that th
Schmidt procedure does not mix higher-numbered orbi
into lower-numbered orbitals, thats→d excitations do not
contribute, and that thedxy polarizing orbitals generated
from ppx and ppy are identical, 86 virtual excitations ar
required to obtain a complete description. T
(N11)-electron doublet configurations generated from th
excitations, together with the static-exchange-type configu
tions, compose a space of 1813 configuration state functi
The scattering calculations were carried out on a CRAY T
and on a HP Exemplar X-Class using our parallelized imp
mentation of the SMC method@21#.

III. RESULTS

The SMC integral elastic cross section, together with
decomposition into2S, 2P, and 2D components, is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, the SMC integral cross section
compared to previous calculated results@1–3# and to experi-
mental total@7# and integral elastic@10,11# cross sections.
Differential cross sections are shown at selected energie
Figs. 3 and 4, along with measured values@10,11# where
available. The calculated momentum-transfer cross sectio
compared in Fig. 5 to results derived from differential cros
section measurements@10,11#. Numerical values for the in-
tegral and momentum-transfer cross sections are give
Table I, and values of the differential cross section at
lected energies are given in Table II.
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3592 57CARL WINSTEAD AND VINCENT McKOY
IV. DISCUSSION

As Fig. 2 shows, the present SMC calculation is ve
successful at reproducing the experimental position of
low-energy 2P resonance. As we have discussed in Sec
this success is not attributable to the SMC methodper se, but
rather to the balanced way in which we have treated po
ization. In contrast, earlier calculations that employed a si

FIG. 1. Calculated integral elastic cross section for electron
lisions with N2O, together with its symmetry components. -----,2P
component; , 2S12D component; , summed integral
cross section.

FIG. 2. Integral elastic and total electron cross sections for N2O.
Calculated elastic cross sections are -----, Sarpalet al., Ref. @1#;

, Morganet al., Ref.@3#; -•-•-, Michelin et al., Ref.@2#; ,
present work. Measured elastic cross sections are from Johns
and Newell, Ref.@11# ~squares! and Marinkovićet al., Ref. @10#
~triangles!. The open circles are the total cross section measure
Szmytkowskiet al., Ref. @7#.
e
I,

r-
i-

lar closed-channel description of polarization@1,3#, lacking
clear physical criteria for constructing the closed-chan
space, tended to overcorrelate the resonant symmetry
thus to place the resonance too low in energy. The m
successful of these previous calculations for the reson
symmetry was, as we might expect, that of Sarpalet al. @1#
employing CI descriptions of both the target and theN
11)-electron spaces; however, even in that case, the r
nance position is somewhat too low, and much less satis
tory results were obtained in2S symmetry.

We find that the2P eigenphase sum can be fitted ve
well to the Breit-Wigner form, tan21@G/2(Er2E)#, plus a
low-order polynomial representing the background, if w
employ 2.19 eV for the resonance positionEr and 0.52 eV
for the width G ~Fig. 6!. However, the cross-section max
mum occurs at about 2.25 eV, in excellent agreement with
experimental location, rather than at 2.19 eV. This sh
arises through interference between resonant and backgr
scattering; indeed, as seen in Fig. 7, the2P contribution to
the cross section does not have a pure Breit-Wigner fo
but does fit quite well to a Fano@39# profile,

s~E!5s0~E!
[q1~E2Er !/

1
2 G] 2

11[ ~E2Er !/
1
2 G] 2

,

using the above values forEr and G together withq510.5
and the simple choices0(E)50.17E Å 2 ~E in eV!.

Because our calculation, like the earlier calculations@1–
3#, was carried out in a fixed-nuclei approximation at t
equilibrium nuclear geometry, the resonance width that
obtain is too small, and the maximum value of the cro
section, about 45 Å2, is too large compared with experimen
Dubé and Herzenberg@16# extracted a resonance width o
0.7 eV from their analysis of the vibrational excitation cro
sections@15#, while the maximum value of the total cros
scattering cross section is about 29 Å2 @7#. Previous calcula-
tions @1,3# using a comparable level of approximation ga
maximum values even larger than ours due to the expe
narrowing of the resonance when it is shifted to lower e
ergy. When configuration interaction was included in the d
scription of the target, Sarpalet al. @1# obtained a value of
0.6560.1 eV for the width. However, the maximum value
the cross section remained too large (51.6 Å2). Since, more-
over, we expect further broadening to result from a cons
eration of vibrational motion, the apparent agreement
tween the CI and experimental widths may be fortuitous.

Below the resonance energy, the cross section at first
creases rapidly. However, as the electron energy beco
small, one eventually expects the cross section to incre
due to efficient scattering of very slow electrons by the
pole potential. Thus there should be a minimum in the cr
section somewhere between 0 and 2.3 eV, and in fact su
minimum is observed in the total cross section at about
eV @5,6,9#. Both of the earlier calculations that extended
this range exhibit a minimum followed by an upturn in th
cross section as the energy goes to zero, though at ra
different energies, in one case lower@1# and in the other case
higher @3# than experiment. Our own calculation, whic
omits the long-range dipole interaction, does not reprod
these features.

l-

ne

by
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FIG. 3. Differential elastic cross sections for electron scattering by N2O at ~a! 2.25 eV, ~b! 5 eV, ~c! 7.5 eV, and~d! 8 eV.
•, Measurements of Johnstone and Newell, Ref.@11#; -----, calculation of Morganet al., Ref. @3#; , present calculation.
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Turning to the 8-eV region, we find, in agreement w
Sarpalet al. @1# and with experiment@17,18#, that there is a
rather broad and weak2S resonance present. Sarpalet al.
obtained values of approximately 8 eV and approximatel
eV for the position and width, respectively. From a fit to t
2S12D eigenphase sum, shown in Fig. 8, we extract a re
nance positionEr58.0 eV and widthG52.8 eV. For com-
parison, the vibrational-excitation measurement of And´
and Hall @17# showed a peak at 8.3 eV whose width,
estimated from their Fig. 9, is slightly greater than 3 eV.

Although the calculation of Morganet al. @3# did not pro-
duce a resonance in the vicinity of 8 eV, it did place a2S
resonance near 11 eV, intermediate between 8 eV and
energy, 13 eV, of a2S resonance found in the static
exchange approximation@1,2#. It thus appears reasonable
conclude that, on the one hand, the calculation of Morg
et al. includes a somewhat incomplete representation of
larization effects in2S symmetry, and, on the other han
2

o-

c

he

n
-

that the feature at 13 eV in the static-exchange results d
indeed correlate with the 8-eV resonance. The 5-eV shif
the position of this resonance due to polarization is, in o
experience, unusually large.

Johnstone and Newell@11# searched for the 8-eVS reso-
nance in the differential elastic cross section, taking m
surements at closely spaced energies~7.5, 8.0, and 8.5 eV!
within the appropriate range, but found no clear evidence
it. They concluded that the resonance must be too broad
weak to stand out against the nonresonant background.
results ~Figs. 3 and 4! indicate that the form of the cros
section is in fact little affected by the resonance over
range of angles that was accessible in the experiment,
that the backscattering cross sectionis strongly affected; the
resonance therefore stands out more clearly in the calcul
momentum-transfer cross section~Fig. 5! than in the integral
elastic cross section~Fig. 1!.

Above 10 eV, the integral elastic cross section conta
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, at~a! 8.5 eV, ~b! 10 eV, ~c! 12 eV, and~d! 15 eV, with the addition of data from Marinkovic´ et al., Ref. @10#
~triangles!.
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structure that is not fully resolved on our energy mesh, p
ticularly in 2P symmetry from 10 to 20 eV~Figs. 1 and 2!.
This structure is attributable to spurious resonances that a
because some of the ‘‘closed channel’’ terms included in
description of polarization are in factopenchannels at these
impact energies. Such spurious structure is expected a
the first electronic excitation threshold in calculations of t
kind. Similar behavior is seen in the calculation of Sarp
et al. @1# at these energies.

Overall the magnitude of our integral elastic cross sect
is in quite good agreement with the experimental ela
cross section@10,11# and with the R-matrix calculations
@1,3#. The results of Michelinet al. @2# are consistently
larger. The discrepancy is not attributable to their use of
static-exchange approximation, which should work qu
well at higher energies; we found the static-exchange c
section to have virtually the same magnitude as the sta
exchange-plus-polarization cross section at 10 eV and ab
r-

ise
e

ve

l

n
c

e
e
ss
c-
e,

as did Sarpalet al. @1#. It may instead arise from the trea
ment of scattering by the long-range dipole potential. Mic
elin et al. employ a closure procedure to include the con
bution of high partial waves to the scattering amplitu
within the dipole-Born approximation. However, as di
cussed in Sec. II, including all partial wave contributions
fixed-nuclei elastic cross section calculations for polar m
ecules leads to divergent cross sections. Absent a ca
~nonadiabatic! treatment, a calculation truncated at low
partial waves may give more reliable results for weakly po
molecules like N2O.

Although the agreement between our integral elastic cr
section and the experimental integral cross section is ge
ally quite good~Fig. 2!, there are marked discrepancies b
tween our differential cross sections and the measured
ues. We expect the calculation to underestimate forw
scattering since, as noted in Sec. II, it includes no long-ra
dipole component. The absence of this component, toge
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57 3595ELECTRON COLLISIONS WITH NITROUS OXIDE
with basis-set limitations, may explain the growing disagr
ment at small angles between our calculated cross sec
and experiment as the energy increases above 10 eV~Fig. 4!.
In the 5–10-eV range, however, there is a serious qualita
disagreement between the calculated and experimental
ferential cross sections. The cross sections of Morganet al.
@3#, which also differ qualitatively from experiment in thi
energy range, on the whole resemble our results, though
fering in detail, as would be expected due to the shift
location of the 2S resonance. As Morganet al. noted, the
disagreement between theory and experiment at these
gies is not easily explained. Because two independent exp
ments@11,12# gave substantially similar results, we must te
tatively conclude that one or more of the approximatio
common to the calculations is unexpectedly poor at th
energies. The most likely candidates are the sing
configuration Hartree-Fock approximation for the targ
wave function and the fixed-nuclei approximation. The lat
is particularly suspect because this energy range lies wi
the tail of the 2.3-eV resonance, whose effects on the c
section may be particularly sensitive to nuclear motio
moreover, the experimental cross sections show rapid va
tions with angle suggestive of interference phenomena
properly represented in the calculations. At present we c
not test the quality of the Hartree-Fock approximation b
cause our SMC code does not yet accommodate a CI re
sentation of the target. Sarpalet al. @1#, who did employ a CI
target wave function, unfortunately did not report different
cross sections. We can test the quality of the fixed-nu
approximation by incorporating nuclear motion within th
adiabatic approximation@36#, performing multiple fixed-
nuclei calculations that sample the geometries accessible
the zero-point motion of the nuclei and averaging the res
ing cross sections together with appropriate weights.
plan to explore the effects of such vibrational averaging
future work.

The agreement between the experimental momen
transfer cross sections and our calculation, Fig. 5, tho

FIG. 5. Momentum-transfer cross section. Experimentally
rived values are from Refs.@10# ~triangles! and @11# ~squares!; the
line is the present calculation.
-
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reasonably good, is somewhat less satisfactory than
agreement for the integral cross sections extracted from
same measured and calculated differential cross section
Unlike the integral cross section, the momentum trans
cross section depends strongly on large-angle scattering
in fact has not been measured, but rather extrapolated f
measurements at smaller angles. The small magnitude
slow variation of the differential cross section at these int
mediate angles make an accurate extrapolation to high an
difficult. We believe that the disagreements below 20 eV
Fig. 5 arise primarily from uncertainties in extrapolation
the measurements. At higher energies the same extrapol
uncertainties enter, but an incomplete representation of h
partial waves in the calculation may also be a factor. As j
discussed, an indication that high partial-wave contributio
may be underrepresented at higher energies is found at n
forward angles, where the computed differential cross s

-

TABLE I. Integral and momentum-transfer cross sections.

Energy
~eV!

Cross section
(10216 cm2)

Energy
~eV!

Cross section
(10216 cm2)

Integral
Momentum

Transfer Integral
Momentum

Transfer

0.01 0.02 0.02 4.0 9.17 5.16

0.1 0.13 0.17 4.2 9.00 5.10

0.2 0.27 0.34 4.4 8.88 5.07

0.4 0.65 0.76 4.6 8.78 5.06

0.6 1.37 1.46 4.8 8.70 5.05

0.8 1.89 2.17 5.0 8.63 5.06

1.0 2.45 3.02 5.2 8.56 5.08

1.2 3.26 4.24 5.4 8.49 5.12

1.4 4.52 6.06 5.6 8.42 5.17

1.5 5.46 7.34 5.8 8.34 5.24

1.6 6.79 9.10 6.0 8.26 5.34

1.7 8.74 11.53 6.5 8.09 5.78

1.8 11.80 15.07 7.0 8.11 6.71

1.85 13.97 17.46 7.5 8.75 8.28

1.9 16.74 20.38 8.0 10.23 10.07

1.95 20.25 23.91 8.5 11.92 11.08

2.0 24.63 28.07 9.0 12.95 11.27

2.05 29.83 32.68 9.5 13.56 10.80

2.1 35.49 37.23 10.0 13.74 10.42

2.15 40.74 40.80 11.0 14.32 10.09

2.2 44.34 42.29 12.0 13.84 9.81

2.25 45.30 41.10 13.0 14.98 9.75

2.3 43.57 37.60 14.0 15.33 9.64

2.35 40.04 32.90 15.0 14.67 10.18

2.4 35.81 28.06 16.0 14.45 9.65

2.5 27.98 20.09 18.0 14.62 9.90

2.6 22.30 14.86 20.0 15.15 9.37

2.8 15.88 9.54 25.0 15.75 9.41

3.0 12.84 7.30 30.0 14.01 9.29

3.2 11.24 6.25 35.0 13.72 8.36

3.4 10.33 5.71 40.0 12.89 8.27

3.6 9.77 5.42 45.0 12.60 7.34

3.8 9.41 5.25 50.0 11.69 7.18
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tion is smaller than the measurements. It is conceivable
the same contributions could decrease the computed di
ential cross section at large angles through destructive in
ference and thereby decrease the computed momentum t
fer cross section.

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied low-energy elastic electron scattering
N2O in the fixed-nuclei, static-exchange plus polarization

TABLE II. Selected differential elastic cross sections.

Angle
~deg!

Differential cross section
(10216 cm2/sr)

2.2 eV 5 eV 8 eV 10 eV 15 eV

0 11.08 3.02 2.46 4.67 6.54
10 10.68 2.88 2.32 4.39 6.04
20 9.56 2.51 1.97 3.65 4.77
30 7.94 2.01 1.52 2.75 3.29
40 6.11 1.51 1.11 1.94 2.09
50 4.32 1.08 0.81 1.37 1.37
60 2.78 0.79 0.62 1.03 1.02
70 1.60 0.60 0.51 0.84 0.83
80 0.86 0.49 0.44 0.69 0.67
90 0.57 0.41 0.38 0.55 0.50

100 0.74 0.33 0.35 0.44 0.39
110 1.36 0.27 0.37 0.40 0.38
120 2.39 0.22 0.50 0.48 0.49
130 3.76 0.22 0.74 0.67 0.70
140 5.37 0.26 1.11 0.95 0.96
150 7.02 0.34 1.55 1.28 1.23
160 8.49 0.44 1.97 1.58 1.46
170 9.51 0.51 2.28 1.80 1.63
180 9.88 0.54 2.39 1.88 1.69

FIG. 6. Eigenphase sum in2P symmetry near the resonanc
The squares are the calculated points; the line is a fit toD(E)5
20.1820.15E20.004E212 tan21@0.26/(2.192E)#. ~The factor of
2 in the arctangent term arises from the twofold degeneracy of
resonance.!
at
r-
r-
ns-

y
-

proximation. By using objective, physically motivated crit
ria for choosing the appropriate representation of polari
tion effects, we obtain improved results in comparison
earlier, otherwise similar calculations@1,3#. In particular, we
find that incorporating only those virtual excitations nece
sary to produce an accurate single-configuration descrip
of the temporary anion yields a position for the2P reso-
nance in excellent agreement with experiment. In2S sym-
metry, we concur with experiment@17,18# and with one ear-
lier calculation@1# in placing a broad resonance near 8 e
Because this resonance is broad and rather weak, and
cause it influences the cross section most strongly in

e

FIG. 7. Fano profile fit for the2P component of the cross sec
tion. The squares are the calculated points; the line is the fit~see
text for discussion!.

FIG. 8. Eigenphase sum in2S12D symmetry. The circles are
the calculated points; the line is a fit toD(E)520.1520.27E
10.132E21tan21@1.42/(7.952E)#.
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57 3597ELECTRON COLLISIONS WITH NITROUS OXIDE
near-forward and near-backward directions, it is not read
observed in the differential elastic cross section@11#. The
location of the2S resonance appears to be especially se
tive to polarization effects; it occurs at 11 eV in the calcu
tion of Morganet al. @3# and at 13 eV in the static-exchang
approximation@1,2#. The shape of the differential elast
cross section between 5 and 10 eV requires further inve
gation. Neither our calculation nor that of Morganet al. pro-
duces results that resemble the observed@11,12# cross sec-
tion in this energy range. The influence of zero-po
vibrational motion, or of target correlation, may be importa
in this case.
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